Accel corrected distributor cap

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. They use precision indexed brass terminals for maximum electrical conductivity and
stress-relieved ribs at molding to ensure a superior fit. The special internal ribs and extra-tall
towers help eliminate crossfire and the ultra-high dielectric strength gives maximum resistance
against 'arc through' and carbon tracking. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't
know when or if this item will be back in stock. This fits your. Customers also viewed these
products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I like
the idea of the product, but the material used internally is brittle and some chipped off during
installation. I'm concerned about the longevity of this product. I have about miles on it right now
and seems to be OK so far. One person found this helpful. I am building a motor. This cap
sounded like a great idea, so I ordered it. I finally got around to installing it and my motor kept
backfiring spitting or coughing through the carb. I checked, double checked and triple checked
the timing. I checked everything from valve adjustment to compression to cam lobe wear
thinking maybe my new cam got damaged during break in Finally I started troubleshooting the
distributor What a waste of hours over days of extra work and stress for nothing. Don't buy this
garbage! IF you decide to buy it anyway be sure to install it right away so you don't miss the
return window! Makes the engine compartment look clean. No crossed wires. Have been waiting
to get this for a couple of years. As soon as it arrived, it went into our hot rod truck and made
the engine compartment very neat and orderly. Someone should have thought of this years ago.
This was the only place I could find this product and will definitely be ordering more. It's a
blessing to have all my wires on the correct side of my engine. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. BUY cross fire caps work great. Report abuse. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: cap distributor blazer , chevy hei distributor , hei
distributor , chevy performance distributors. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. The Prestolite Performance Group is the only stop you need to make for all of
your automotive performance needs. We are a manufacturer, not just a re-distributor of
products. We conceptualize, develop, manufacture and market our products in our own
facilities, where actual enthusiasts are involved in the process first-hand. Our alliances with
proven top engine builders and performance product development specialists have allowed us
to offer the most high-tech products available. With a few diversified brands in our family, we
offer a wide spectrum of race-proven products to make your car look better and go faster. From
ignition products to gaskets, suspension, clutches and everything in between, we've got your
performance needs covered. What sets us apart as a company in the automotive industry?
Many things come to mind, but most importantly is our knowledgeable team of employees. They
are qualified and dedicated professionals who are experts in the automotive industry, and most
are racers and enthusiasts themselves. People with first-hand interest and knowledge of this
industry, who create and apply new concepts based not only on research and numbers, but on
personal experience and hands-on know-how. Our staff of enthusiasts applies their knowledge
to product engineering, research and development, product management, and marketing
services. Members of our technical service group have an average tenure exceeding fifteen
years. That's not just dedication to a career, that's commitment to something they truly believe
in. At the same time, the EU has voted in favour of a proposal to force carmakers to fit electric
and hybrid electric vehicles with a sound generating device, to improve low speed safety for
pedestrians and the visually impaired. On Bing: see pictures of electric cars Find out how much
a used electric car costs on Auto Trader The proposed changes, which are expected to become

law, would see new car noise levels reduced by four decibels, commercial vehicle noise levels
reduced by three decibels. Which could go some way to explaining the , DS3s Citroen has
already shifted, and 10, of those in the UK. By Ben Whitworth Motor Shows 22 July Mazda's not
a company afraid of striking out on a limb every now and then. And it rammed home its
rotary-engined know-how with a brace of sports cars featuring its Wankel motor at the London
show. Shame there were no real world debuts, though What's new on Mazda's London motor
show stand? Location: Chino, California, US. Returns Accepted: Returns Accepted Refund will
be given as: Money Back Item must be returned within: 30 Days Return policy details: day
refund for new and unopened merchandise only. Return shipping will be paid by: Buyer
Restocking Fee: No. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of
their respective owners. With our multiple stores on eBay we currently offer more than half
million top-brand name products at rock bottom pricing. And all of our products are brand new
and direct from the manufacturer. Combined with our commitment to complete customer
satisfaction and industry-best shipping and return policies you can always buy with confidence
with Titan Direct! We accept all major credit cards and check debits through PayPal Sorry but
we currently do not accept orders outside of PayPal or by phone. International Shipping: This
item maybe available to ship outside of the U. Please contact us for international availability and
shipping costs. Discussion in ' High Performance Modifications ' started by slayer , Mar 3, Mar
3, 1. Messages: 1, Likes Received: Mar 3, 2. Messages: 11, Likes Received: For the OCDC in
ones self. I've seen them on a few cars, mostly a shows, but don't really know of anyone using
them. Mar 3, 3. Messages: Likes Received: 0. I've bought one, but haven't used it yet. It looks to
be well made and sealed up tight. I plan on installing this spring. Mar 4, 4. I want one also but
coughing up Mar 4, 5. Messages: 15, Likes Received: If you are running a standard ignition they
are fine. Once you get into the MSD boxes and such they run the risk of crossfiring. Mar 4, 6.
Messages: 12, Likes Received: How good is the insulation on the correct-a-cap? No idea. Mar 4,
7. Messages: 13, Likes Received: Neat idea though. Mar 5, 8. Messages: 5, Likes Received: I
don't use one but I have nave not read a single good thing about them. Seems they like to short
out. Mar 5, 9. I have used one, good idea in theory with piss poor execution. Not a good part in
my experience. Mar 5, Here's my experience. I used one. It worked fine for a while. Then I added
a hot coil and MSD multi-strike. Started misfiring. I also added a second spring to the
coil-to-cap. Never had another problem. Seems that the air inside the cap gets heavily ionized
by the stronger sparking, so drilling the cap lets the inside vent out. The metal rotor screws are
a popular jumping point for a misfire. The misfire won't jump to the next post necessarily, but is
that rotor screw is the lowest path of resistance, it became the new target. Nylon insulates the
dizzy shaft from being a conductor. I just put another one in there for more current carrying
capacity. You'll have to re trim all your wires because they won't wrap around the back of the
cap anymore. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Updated November 28, by Luke Perrotta.
This wiki has been updated 15 times since it was first published in October of Whether it's
because the stock components failed or you want your vehicle performing at its very best,
replacing your distributor cap and rotor can help to keep your engine running well. These kits
are guaranteed to restore the power and efficiency of your ignition system and let you get more
out of your machine. Note that you should observe all electrical safety protocols when
installing. When users buy our independently chosen editorial recommendations, we may earn
commissions to help fund the Wiki. If you'd like to contribute your own research to the Wiki,
please get started by reviewing this introductory video. When users buy our independently
chosen editorial choices, we may earn commissions to help fund the Wiki. It's reasonably
priced, too, so you can justify the upgrade financially. Developed specifically for the
manufacturer's own 32 and 42 series distributors, but guaranteed for most V-8 engines, it's a
premium product from a respected company. It's molded from voltage-insulating materials, and
includes a useful top for locking terminal wires in place. If replacing vehicle parts has gotten
you in the mood for more affordable tune-ups, check out the best headlight restoration kits , car
cleaning kits , and car detailing kits. July 31, Distributor ignition systems require the periodic
replacement of the cap and rotor components because of mechanical wear and because the
constant arcing across the cap contacts and the rotor eventually oxidize them. These type of
systems are considered mechanically controlled because they are directly connected to the
camshaft and timing systems in the engine. They have now been nearly universally replaced by
electronic ignition systems like the popular coil-on-plug system. Electronic ignitions are much
more efficient, require less maintenance, and eliminate mechanical wear in the ignition process.
Distributors are nevertheless common in older model automobiles and particularly, in marine
engines. This is why we included the Quicksilver Q3 which has design features that allow it to

perform in the hazardous conditions that marine engines are exposed to. For performance
enhancements to mechanically controlled ignitions, the Mallory M and the MSD can be used in
conjunction with high-output distributors and camshafts to yield sizable gains. All auto repair
and modification is dangerous and should only be performed by trained technicians to avoid
personal injury or damage to equipment. The company backs all of its accessories with a
one-year limited warranty, giving you some peace of mind. The blend of polybutylene and
polyethylene plastics means that the housings are highly resistant to warping and can
withstand high temperatures. It comes from a TS certified OE distributor manufacturer.
Unfortunately, it's illegal to use on emissions-controlled vehicles. It's a good choice if you own
a high-performance vehicle. Its inserts are designed for a tight fit to ensure maximum
conductivity between the distributor towers and spark plug wires. Made with OEM-equivalent
materials, this popular unit is durable and should serve the average car owner's purposes. Luke
is a writer, director, and illustrator living in Massachusetts. Upon graduating he traveled the
world, eating scorpions in Thailand and hitchhiking across New Zealand before settling down in
New England to write prose fiction. In his free time, he enjoys hiking, boxing, playing the piano,
and translating complex subjects into plain language. Ezvid Wiki Reviews Automotive. Accel
ACC. Stress-relieved housing Protects against misfires Can be used with high-output systems.
Mallory M. Rotor sold separately Includes cap for spark plug wires Impact resistant. MSD
Low-resistance brass Resists carbon tracking Bright red exterior. Hypertech Nylon screws hold
down rotor No modifications needed Dielectric cap for stability. Quicksilver Q3. Solid brass tips
Resists electrical interference Includes a cork gasket. Big Autoparts DA. Suitable for all
transmissions Good value for the price Screws could be better quality. Taylor Cable Comes in
fire engine red Backed by manufacturer's warranty Rotor contact is poorly attached. Pertronix
HEI D Comes in red or blue Includes hold-down screws Does not include a coil cover. ACDelco
DA. Anti-arc barrier prevents misfires Caps' locator keys easy to read Aluminum inserts corrode
over time. NTK 3D Fast and easy installation Plain but functional design No warranty with it.
Related Wikis. Last updated on November 28, by Luke Perrotta Luke is a writer, director, and
illustrator living in Massachusetts. Thanks for reading the fine print. About the Wiki: We don't
accept sponsorships, free goods, samples, promotional products, or other benefits from any of
the product brands featured on this page, except in cases where those brands are
manufactured by the retailer to which we are linking. For more information on our rankings,
please read about us, linked below. The Wiki is a participant in associate programs from
Amazon, Walmart, Ebay, Target, and others, and may earn advertising fees when you use our
links to these websites. If you believe that your product should be included in this review, you
may contact us, but we cannot guarantee a response, even if you send us flowers. Skip to main
content. Related: spark plug wires distributor cap and rotor kit tune up kit spark plugs
distributor cap and rotor ford f xlt 5. Include description. Accel 1, Items 1, ACDelco Items Bosch
Items MSD 1, Items 1, NTK Items Standard Items Standard Motor Products Items Fitment Type.
Direct Replacement Items Not Specified 5, Items 5, Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded 5, Items 5,
Genuine OEM Items Unbranded Items Private Label 25 Items Not Specified Items No Warranty
Items Unspecified Length Items Lifetime Items New 6, Items 6, New other see details Items Used
44 Items For parts or not working 1 Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format.
All Listings 6, Accepts Offers Auction Buy It Now 6, Item Location. US Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free
International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select
Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Buy It Now.
Shipping not specified. Last one. Almost gone. Leave feedback about your eBay search
experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and
bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. These heavy duty distributor caps offer superior protection from arc-thru and crossfire.
Kit components are made from a high-performance 60, volt alkyd compound which is
stress-relieved at molding to ensure stability. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart.
Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle
to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. Cap Terminal Style:. GTIN
Code:. Cap Type:. Important Messages This product is discontinued. Ground shipping only in
the contiguous US. Related Products. Accel 8. More Like This. View All Distributor Caps and
Rotors. Write a Review. Looking for an easy performance upgrade to your ignition system?
MSD's line of Ignition Control Boxes offer extreme improvements to drivability and high rpm
applications. Here's a look at the differences between the 6 series line-up. Project Chevelle
Episode 8: Engine, Part 1. In this episode, Project Chevelle takes a big step in its muscle car
transformation. It's out with the little old and to the dyno with our new from BluePrint Engines!

Pat talks about our red solid core spark plug wire and rajah ends. Ensure you are getting the
best performance out of your ignition system. You May Also Like. These heavy duty distributor
caps offer superior protection from arc-thru and crossfire. Made from a high-performance 60,
volt alkyd compound which is stress-relieved at molding to ensure stability. This cap is garage
sale priced because the terminals appear to have been ground on. This is the cap only, what
you see is what you get. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. Store Pickup Availability
X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select
Vehicle. Part UP Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. GTIN Code:. Important Messages This product
is discontinued. Ground shipping only in the contiguous US. More Like This. View All
Distributor Caps and Rotors. Write a Review. Looking for an easy performance upgrade to your
ignition system? MSD's line of Ignition Control Boxes offer extreme improvements to drivability
and high rpm applications. Here's a look at the differences between the 6 series line-up. Project
Chevelle Episode 8: Engine, Part 1. In this episode, Project Chevelle takes a big step in its
muscle car transformation. It's out with the little old and to the dyno with our new from
BluePrint Engines! Pat talks about our red solid core spark plug wire and rajah ends. Ensure
you are getting the best performance out of your ignition system. Our guide covers step by step
instructions so you can set timing on your engine. Common Firing Orders. You May Also Like.
Offer is not valid on previous purchases and cannot be combined with any other sale or
promotion offers unless otherwise stated. This offer is not transferable and will not be
extended. This is a limited time offer. Pricing and promotions may change at any time without
prior notice. Note: Due to Covid issues, normal delivery times are currently being delayed. We
are working very hard to get orders shipped as quickly as we can and appreciate your patience.
Enter your email address below and click the 'Notify' buton to receive notification when this
item is available again:. Enter a note to be sent with your notification optional :. Not Valid With
Any Other Sales Offer The multi price discount allows you the opportunity to buy additional
units of this part at a discounted price according to the published price schedule. Price will be
updated as you change quantities on the product page. Not valid with other discount codes. For
more information, visit View Cart 0. Quick Order. Wish List. Begin Shopping Now! Select a make
below! Home Catalog Home. Click On Image For Detail. Enter your email address below and
click the 'Notify' buton to receive notification when this item is available again: Enter a note to
be sent with your notification op
2016 toyota tacoma manual
2003 toyota camry ac relay location
miata engine bay
tional : Notify. This cap places all right side ignition wires on the right side of the cap and all
left side wires on the left side of the cap for a clean un-cluttered look. This product requires a
Core Return Charge. This extra charge will be reflected in your cart at checkout. Note: A
customized part can only be added once per order. Also Fits. Customers also purchased
Purchase Selected. Retail: Sale: Quantity: Item: Savings:. Sub Total. Your Total. View Cart.
Continue Shopping. This Is A Configurable Part. Please select the components you would like
from the list below. After picking your options, the part you need will automatically be displayed
so you can add it to your cart. Related Products. The following parts were successfully added to
your cart:. Shown below are parts other customers have bought with. Check the parts below
you would like to buy and then click the 'Purchase Selected' button to add them to your cart.
Enter an email address to send information about this part:.

